6LoWPAN plays a major role within the protocol stack for the future Internet of Things. Its fragmentation mechanism enables transport of IPv6 datagrams with the required minimum MTU of 1280 bytes over 802.15.4-based wireless sensor networks. With the envisioned goal of a fully standardized WSN protocol stack currently necessitating a routeover approach, i.e. routing at the IP-layer, there are two main choices for any 6LoWPAN implementation with regard to datagram fragmentation: Hop-by-hop assembly or a cross-layered direct mode, which forwards individual 6LoWPAN fragments before the whole datagram has arrived. In addition to these two straightforward approaches, we propose enhancements based on adaptive rate-restriction for the direct forwarding and a retry control for both modes to reduce the number of losses of larger datagrams. Our evaluation of the basic and enhanced forwarding modes within simulations and a hardware testbed indicate that the proposed enhancements can considerably improve packet reception rate and latency within 6LoWPAN networks.
Introduction
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have a broad field of possible applications, starting from smart homes via monitoring of industrial plants, agricultural fields and personal health through to smart metering. WSNs are typically characterized by nodes with only constrained resources in terms of memory, computation power and available energy and by wireless links which often exhibit lossy and transient behavior. Until recently, these networks usually employed proprietary protocols and therefore off-the-shelf solutions were either not available or not interoperable.
The vision of the "Internet of Things" aims at providing each and every sensor with its own IPv6 address to make it accessible via proven and established standard protocols. This idea has given rise to the development of a standardized protocol, Transmission of IPv6 Packets over IEEE 802.15.4 Networks (RFC 4944 [1]; 6LoWPAN), which enables the use of IPv6 with the link layer protocol IEEE 802.15.4 [2] . The routing protocol for low power and lossy networks (RPL [3] ) and its recent acceptance as a proposed standard as well as the constrained application protocol (CoAP [4] ) complement the development towards a completely standardized IPv6 protocol stack for wireless sensor networks.
The 802.15.4 standard offers physical-and MAC-layers for low power wireless personal area networks (LoWPAN). While the MAC-frame size of those networks is only 127 bytes, IPv6 depends on a maximum transmission unit (MTU) of at least 1280 bytes.
6LoWPAN offers an intermediate layer between the IP-and the data link layer to overcome this issue. It defines compression algorithms for IPv6 headers and a fragmentation mechanism for larger IPv6 datagrams to be transportable within 802.15.4 MAC frames. Concerning the routing within a multi-hop wireless network, 6LoWPAN specifies two possibilities: mesh-under and route-over. With mesh-under, routing decisions are made at the adaption layer by some not specified routing protocol; the entire 6LoWPAN network appears to the IP layer as a single hop network. Following an approach with completely standardized protocols, we are only concerned with route-over, where routing decisions are made by a routing protocol at the IP layer, e.g. RPL.
Applying strict separation of layers with route-over, a node then needs to buffer incoming fragments in order to reassemble the complete datagram. If the arriving packet is in transit to another node, it has to be reassembled, handed to the IP layer for routing decisions and again has to be fragmented and sent to the next node. During the whole process, buffer space has to be reserved for the whole datagram. Considering the resource limitation of WSN hardware, where a buffer is likely to be not much larger than the MTU, this may necessitate dropping additional incoming datagrams for which no buffer space is left. This is a known issue and the informational implementation guidelines [5] recommend the use of a virtual fragmentation buffer, which immediately forwards fragments which are just in transit to the next hop and only stores information necessary to identify and dispatch the following fragments. While such a direct forwarding scheme may overcome the buffering issue and even decrease the latency on longer paths by enabling pipelining of fragments, it is also likely to cause more collisions on the channel due to the hidden terminal problem.
Considering that lost fragments will inevitably lead to lost datagrams, the forwarding strategy has a tremendous impact on the performance within a 6LoWPAN-based wireless sensor network. Therefore, we evaluated the basic schemes and additionally propose rate-restriction mechanisms to prevent performance degradation using the direct mode and a retry-control mechanism to prevent the loss of nearly completely transmitted datagrams. These different modes are described in more detail in Section 3. An overview about past research in concerning 6LoWPAN fragmentation strategies is given in Section 2. Sections 4 and 5 provide information about the used simulation and testbed scenarios and the results of the experiments, respectively. Section 6 concludes this work.
